
DISPENSER CART FOR CORD/PP BAND
HC2 - Ø200MM

Dispenser Cart for Composite Band
with an inner diameter of Ø200mm
Steel construction for durability
Designed for use with composite, cord,
or any other band that fits on an inner
diameter of Ø200mm
Diameter: Ø200mm
Smooth rotation system for even
unwinding
Storage Tray: Equipped with a
storage tray for tools and accessories
Handle: Provides easy maneuverability
Application: Professional use in
warehouses, distribution centers,
manufacturing facilities, etc.
Dimensions: 61×34×101cm
Weight: 13.3kg

Dispenser Cart for Composite Band with an inner diameter of Ø200mm
Steel construction for durability
Designed for use with composite, cord, or any other band that fits on an inner diameter of
Ø200mm
Diameter: Ø200mm
Smooth rotation system for even unwinding
Storage Tray: Equipped with a storage tray for tools and accessories



Handle: Provides easy maneuverability
Application: Professional use in warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing facilities, etc.
Dimensions: 61×34×101cm
Weight: 13.3kg

EFFICIENT PACKAGING SOLUTIONS: INTRODUCING OUR DISPENSER CART FOR CORD AND PP
BAND - Ø200MM

Dispenser Cart for the composite strap, on wheels. It
weighs around 14kg and it has an Inner diameter of 200mm, which is suitable for composite, corded
bands.

 

SPECS OF DISPENSER CART FOR COMPOSITE BAND - Ø200MM

Product Name: Dispenser Cart for Composite Band - Ø200mm
Material: Heavy-duty construction for durability
Band Compatibility: Designed for use with composite bands
Suitable for inner diameter: Ø200 mm
Loaded weight: 50 kg
Rotation System: Smooth rotation system for even unwinding
Braking Mechanism: Included for precise tension control
Storage Tray: Equipped with a storage tray for tools and accessories
Handle: Provides easy maneuverability
Application: Professional use in warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing facilities, etc.
Dimensions: 550 x 400 x 1050 mm
Toolbox dimensions: 370 x 200 x 100 mm
Suitable straps: PP/Composite strap with an inner diameter of 200 mm
Weight: 14 kg

 



SPECS OF DISPENSER CART FOR CORD BAND

Specification Value
Product Name Dispenser Cart for Cord/PP Band - Ø200mm
Material Heavy-duty construction for durability
Band Compatibility Designed for use with cord bands
Suitable Inner Diameter Ø200 mm
Loaded Weight 50 kg
Rotation System Smooth rotation system for even unwinding
Braking Mechanism Included for precise tension control
Storage Tray Equipped with a storage tray for tools and accessories
Handle Provides easy maneuverability

Application Professional use in warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing
facilities, etc.

Dimensions 550 x 400 x 1050 mm
Toolbox Dimensions 370 x 200 x 100 mm
Suitable Straps PP/Composite strap with an inner diameter of 200 mm
Weight 14 kg

 

DISPENSER CART FOR CORD AND PP BAND

Dispenser Cart for Composite Band with reel 200mm
is designed to make packaging operations more organized and efficient, saving you time and effort.
With a sturdy construction and a diameter of 200 mm, this dispenser cart is specifically designed for
use with composite bands. Composite bands are commonly used for securing loads during
transportation, providing strength and durability while protecting against damage. Our dispenser cart
is the perfect companion for composite banding, allowing you to easily dispense the band for smooth
and seamless application. The dispenser cart is equipped with convenient features such as a sturdy



handle for easy maneuverability and a smooth rotation system for smooth band unwinding. It also
includes a storage tray for keeping tools and accessories handy, keeping your workspace organized
and efficient.

Designed for professional use, our Dispenser Cart for Cord and PP Band for 200mm strap core is ideal
for warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing facilities, and other industrial settings where
efficient and reliable banding operations are crucial. It is easy to use, durable, and built to withstand
heavy-duty applications, making it a reliable tool for all your packaging needs. Achieve optimal
efficiency with our Dispenser Cart for Composite Band (200mm). Experience the convenience,
durability, and performance of this indispensable tool for your packaging operations. Invest in our
Dispenser Cart for Composite Band (200mm) today and optimize your packaging process.

 

WHERE DISPENSER CART FOR COMPOSITE BAND - Ø200MM CAN BE USED?

The Dispenser Cart for Composite Band (200 mm) is a
specialized tool designed to simplify and optimize the process of applying composite bands for
securing loads during transportation. Here's a breakdown of the product's key features and how it
works:

Sturdy Construction: The dispenser cart is built to be durable and reliable, with sturdy
construction that can withstand heavy-duty use in industrial settings. It is designed to last,
ensuring long-term performance and durability.
200mm inner diameter: The dispenser cart is specifically designed for use with composite
bands, which are bands made from a combination of materials for enhanced strength and
durability. The 200mm diameter of the dispenser cart is perfectly sized for easy unwinding and
application of composite bands.
Smooth Rotation System: The dispensing trolley features a smooth-rotation system that
allows easy unwinding of the composite tape. This ensures that the tape unrolls smoothly and
evenly, preventing tangling and allowing a more efficient application process.
Braking Mechanism: The trolley is equipped with a braking mechanism that allows precise
control of the tension during the gluing process. This ensures that the strap is placed with the
right amount of tension, providing optimum security for the load without over-tightening or
damaging the strap.
Storage Tray: The dispenser trolley includes a convenient storage tray that provides a special
place to store tools and accessories during the gluing process. This helps to keep the workspace
organized and efficient and reduces the need for extra trips for tools or accessories.
Easy Maneuverability: The dispenser cart has a handle to make it easier to maneuver and



transport around the work area or facility. This allows greater mobility and flexibility during the
gluing process, making it more convenient and user-friendly.
Professional-Grade: Designed for professional use, the dispensing trolley is ideal for
warehouses, distribution centres, manufacturing plants and other industrial environments where
efficient and reliable belting is essential. It is built to withstand heavy-duty use and provides
consistent performance in demanding environments.

Overall, the Dispenser Cart for Composite Band (200 mm) is a reliable, durable, and efficient tool that
is designed to streamline the process of applying composite bands for load securing. It offers
convenience, precision, and durability, making it an essential tool for any professional packaging
operation.

 

USE CASES FOR STRAPPING TROLLEY FOR STRAPS WITH INNER DIAMETER 200MM:

The Dispenser Cart for Composite Band (200mm) can be
used in various industrial settings where composite bands are applied for load securing and
packaging purposes. Here are some potential use cases for this product:

Warehouses: In warehouses, the dispenser cart can be used to apply composite bands around
pallets, crates, or other types of loads to secure them during storage or transportation. The
smooth rotation system and braking mechanism allow for precise tension control, ensuring that
the bands are applied evenly and securely.
Distribution Centers: In distribution centers, the dispenser cart can be used to streamline the
banding process for outgoing shipments. The easy maneuverability and storage tray can help
improve efficiency by keeping tools and accessories organized and easily accessible.
Manufacturing Facilities: In manufacturing facilities, the dispenser cart can be used to secure
products or components during production or assembly processes. The sturdy construction and
professional-grade performance of the dispenser cart make it suitable for heavy-duty use in
manufacturing environments.
Logistics and Transportation: During transportation, the dispenser cart can be used to apply
composite bands around loads on trucks, trailers, or containers to prevent shifting or damage
during transit. The precise tension control and durable construction of the dispenser cart can
help ensure load security during transportation.
Construction Sites: On construction sites, the dispenser cart can be used to secure construction
materials or equipment, such as pipes, lumber, or scaffolding. The user-friendly design and ease



of use of the dispenser cart can help streamline the banding process and enhance load security
on construction sites.
Retail and e-commerce: In retail and e-commerce settings, the dispenser cart can be used to
secure products or packages for shipping or storage. The versatile compatibility of the dispenser
cart with composite bands allows for flexible use in various retail and e-commerce applications.

Please note that these are general examples of use cases, and the specific application of the product
may vary depending on the requirements and regulations of each industry or use case.

 

REQUEST AN OFFER FOR STRAPPING TROLLEY FOR COMPOSITE BAND - Ø200MM

Get your Dispenser Cart for Composite Band 200mm today and enhance your load-securing process
with ease and efficiency. Improve load security, increase productivity, and ensure professional-grade
performance in your industrial banding operations. Click "Add to Cart" or Request an Offer now and
experience the benefits of this versatile and durable dispenser cart for composite bands. Don't miss
out on this essential tool for your warehouse, distribution center, manufacturing facility, or other
industrial applications. Buy now and optimize your banding process with the Dispenser Cart for
Composite Band (200mm).


